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Using the sciences to validate their expansionism and new technologies to enable it, Europeans 

of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries neatly divided the globe into a Darwinian world of 

“winners” and “losers.” Darwinism evolved from a contribution to science to a racist justification for 

imperialism. An example of the way in which the notion of “survival of the fittest” truly acquires life-

and-death dimension is the German Empire’s systematic extermination of the hereof people in 

Southwest Africa.  

The creation of overseas empires in this period can be seen as the most spectacular expression 

of a more general phenomenon, namely the division of the world into “winners” and “losers”, with the 

“losers” forced into subordination, into a dependent relationship vis-à-vis the “winners” (such as 

happened with the “banana republics” of the twentieth century). The globe’s domination by the West 

did not end with the decolonization after World War Two. Still, the Age of Empire merits attention, 

because it was such a spectacular reflection of direct domination: one-fourth of the globe’s surface was 

(re)distributed as possessions among a mere half-dozen European states: 

Britain: more than 4 million square miles 

France: 3.5 million 

Germany: over 1 million 

Italy, Belgium: a little under 1 million 

Russia: eastward expansion over land 

Plus, older overseas possessions: the Netherlands (vast empire in Indonesia), Portugal, and 

Spain. 
 

 



1. Empire 
 

A. The “Scramble for Africa” 
1. A frenzy of competitive land-grabbing during the 1880s and 1890s 

2. Most of Africa divided among European Great Powers 

 a.)  The “Big Hole of Kimberly” 

3. The willingness to commit cruelties 

 a.)  King Leopold II of Belgium’s cruelty in the Congo 

 b.)  The Boer War 

4. The drive to “formally” appropriate territories instead of dominating them 

“informally” 

 a.)  The costly British formal “takeover” of Uganda 

5. Rivalry among Great Powers 

 a.)  The 1898 “Fashoda Incident” 

 b.)  France and Britain nearly go to war over the Sudan 

6. Africa was the most egregious example of the carving-up of the “undeveloped” world 

among European Great Powers 

 B. The Age of Empire: peak or perversion of “progress”? 
1. Domination of the globe by the West was seen by Westerners themselves as proof of 

their higher level of development 

a.) Queen Victoria’s Diamond Jubilee in 1897, a celebration of Empire 

b.) A world pageant paying tribute to Great Britain 

  2. Empire seemed the crowning achievement of Western civilization 

3. Contradicting its persona, imperialism not so much a higher stage of the West’s 

modernization, but, rather, a derailment 

4. The notions of “progress” and “civilization” become more complacent 

5. Domination defined as a higher mission 

 a.)  Rudyard Kipling’s poem, “The White Man’s Burden” 

6. Nationalism becomes more of a ruthless competition of states against states 

 a.) The notion of a “concert of Europe” becomes weaker 

 b.) Motivates the weapons race 

 c.) Imperialism a source of friction 



7. In 1902, the British economist J. A. Hobson writes, “Where thirty years ago there 

existed one sensitive spot in our relations with France, or Germany, or Russia, there are 

a dozen now; diplomatic strains are of almost monthly occurrence between the Powers.”  

 

2.  Towards War 
C. A Murder in the Provinces 

1. On 28 June 1914 in the Bosnian capital of Sarajevo, Bosnian Serb student-conspirator 

Gavrilo Princip assassinates Archduke Franz Ferdinand, heir to Austrian throne, and his 

wife. 

a.) The event, amazingly, sets off the most devastating war in European history

  

 D. International Alliances 
  1. Complete rupture of the “Concert of Europe” system 

  2. Between 1882 and 1907 two hostile camps form 

   a.) Triple Alliance (Germany, Austria, Italy) 

   b.) Triple Entente (France, Russia, England) 

3. Old enmities (Alsace and Lorraine) and new irritations (Moroccan crises) exacerbated 

the tension 
 E. Military Buildup 

1. Each block devises strategic plans as well as blueprints for attack against the ‘other’ 

 a.) Germany’s plan by General Alfred von Schlieffen 

2.  The armaments race (expenditure, technology, conscription, navies) 

 a.) Anglo-German naval rivalry 

3. The ‘military mobilization of European minds’ (e.g. Nietzsche), with its glorification 

of action for action’s sake, and the quest for power 

 F. Domestic Factors 
1. States wanted to assert their strength vis-à-vis their own, sometimes contentious 

citizens 

a.) Austria’s aggressive response to Serbia to demonstrate its domination of its 

multicultural provinces 

2. Nationalism takes on militaristic, vengeful, boastful overtones (e.g. British ‘jingoism’) 



3. No government sees an alternative to war 

 a.) Socialist opposition concurs 

4. Everywhere the war was seen as a war of defense; and national defense counted as an 

absolute priority to which every citizen had to contribute 

a.) The persistence of a certain brand of unquestioned loyalty and sense of duty 

 

3.  World War One  
G. The Costs of the War 

1. Battle of Verdun (1916) an example of mass death and destruction 

a.) Involves two million men (1 million ended up wounded or dead) (total 

number of Europeans at the time: 435 million)  

2. Total war casualties 

a.) Nine million dead, 22 million wounded, with 7 million mutilated 

b.) An experience which deepened doubts regarding “progress”. 

H. Total Mobilization  
1.  War as a Darwinian struggle between states 

2.  States mobilize every available resource 

a.) A struggle which only the most advanced, most integrated, and richest states 

could sustain,  

b.) Not just a matter of coercion, but also a matter of consensus--a balance that 

shifts as the war wore on 

i.) The French mutinies of 1917 were a protest against strategy   

3. This war influenced citizens’ lives more than any known before in Europe 

4. A larger proportion of men called up (both from “mother country” and colonies) than 

ever before.  

a.) Before the French Revolution, ordinary people were never called upon to 

serve “their nation” as “citizens”  

5. The era of the two World Wars constitutes a high point in mass military mobilization.  

a.) An experience not to be repeated after 1945 

b.) Since then all Western societies have – in stages – abandoned the draft 

6. In a traditional agrarian economy, too many are needed to work the fields 



7. An industrial economy with a modernized agrarian sector (in which one person can 

feed a much larger group than in 1800) can “spare” a larger percentage of men. 

I. Economic Mobilization  
1. Weapons production; women’s work 

2. Bringing in labor from China 

3. “Streamlining” the economy 

a.) Severe restrictions on wartime profits.  

J. Social and Political Mobilization  
1. Restrictions on labor rights, on civil liberties, on political discussion 

2. Political arena opens to outsiders (Catholics, Socialists) 

3. Introduction of new welfare legislation 

4. Decisive broadening of male suffrage  

a.) In Britain, women get the vote after the war; not in France  

K. Cultural Mobilization  
1. “Top down” propaganda - a brutalization of public opinion with horror propaganda  

a.) Alleged “German Atrocities” committed against civilians during the invasion 

of Belgium 

b.) Germans, in turn, accused Belgian civilians of barbarity   

2. Nationalism intensified, more vicious group thinking.  

3. Mobilization of one another’s minorities 

a.) A growth of “ethnic” thinking, in which diversity is seen as a problem.  

b.) First instance of mass “ethnic cleansing:” Armenian massacres in Turkey, 

1915 

  4. “Bottom up” solidarity 

a.) Consensus belief of having to collectively defend something worth defending 

b.) The resilience of belligerent populations in 1914-1918 – in the face of such 

enormous losses  

i.) Linked to the “banal nationalism” of the nineteenth century, when 

national belonging (flags, monuments, music, poems, a picture of the 

emperor in every class-room…) had become part of everyday life and 

carried great emotional weight. 

L. Integration 



1. The total mobilization required willingness on the side of citizens and flexibility on 

the side of governments 

2. Only the most integrated states (Western Europe) could make this effort 

3. The weaker states (Eastern Europe) could not rely on the consensus of their citizens  

a.) Reliance on coercion much more than on consensus causes collapse of loyalty, 

e.g. Russia. 

 

4. The Russian Revolution 
 M. Wartime Mobilization Snaps 

1. Russia by far the most backward of all the Great Powers  

a.) Furthest removed from mass consensus 

2. Lack of modernity causes Russia to collapse under the strain of the war 

3. Existing aggravation (worker unrest, elite despair, peasant poverty) deepens 

4. Tsar still surrounded by sycophants unwilling to point out his mistakes  

a.) Even conservative aristocrats enraged.  

5. Among the peasantry, tsarist loyalty was erodes by being used as ill-equipped “human 

waves”  

a.) By the spring of 1917, 1,850,000 Russian soldiers killed 

N. The February Revolution (1917) 
1. A spontaneous outburst of mass anger on 23 February  

a.) Bread and coal protests by women in St Petersburg 

b.) Army refuses to fire on the demonstrators, as the tsar orders 

c.) The Duma (Parliament) refuses to disband, names a provisional government 

(hereafter PG), and forces the tsar to abdicate on that same day 

2. The PG finds it difficult to have its orders obeyed in a country with 80 percent 

peasants and against the other power in the land, the soviets (“councils”), of which there 

were hundreds in army units and factory towns 

3. Power struggle between PG and soviets (February to October) 

4. Spontaneous actions by city crowds, landless peasants, and angry soldiers 

5. By March, Russia had become almost impossible to govern (land seizures; mass army 

desertion).  



6. In his “April Theses,” the radical socialist (Bolshevik) Vladimir Lenin put forward 

three points 

a.) Rejects the continuation of the war 

b.) Advocates that Russia had to “skip a stage”; its revolution must attack the 

Old Regime (aristocracy) and the bourgeoisie at the same time 

c.) Urges Bolshevik Party, still a minority, to seize the initiative with a 

minimalist program (“Bread, Peace, Land.”) 

7. By the autumn, the PG lags severely behind popular demands regarding land; and, 

most importantly, regarding war.  

a.) The PG could not opt out of the war, as this would mean invasion, which 

even Bolsheviks rejected as “a policy of slavery  

b.) It could not direct either men or material  

i.) The PG could make neither peace nor war.  

O. The October Revolution 
1. Lenin exploits disgust of the war and forms a bloc of supporters for an immediate 

takeover of the state 

a.) In the night of 25 October 25, the Bolshevik forces moved up to the Winter 

Palace 

b.) Collapses almost without bloodshed.  

P.  The Bolshevik Regime 
1. Easily overthrows the PG  

2. Difficulty in extending Bolshevik power from Petrograd to the rest of Russia  

3. Took three years and a bloody civil war (made worse by foreign intervention)  

Q. Lenin’s “Peace, Land, and Bread” 
1. Land redistribution; in practice: give free rein to peasant land seizures 

2. Punitive peace of Brest-Litovsk Treaty (15 March 1918).  

3. Bread: the most difficult promise to keep  

a.) With peasants becoming small landholders, they were reluctant to part with 

their crops 

b.) Food shortages ensue, famine to follow. 

R. Establishment of a New Autocracy 
1. During 1917, power de-centralizes 



a.) Down to villages and committees 

b.) Soldiers electing their officers 

c.) Thousands of grassroots initiatives. 

  2. Rolled back 1918-1919 

a.) Centralized state administration under one party 

b.) Lenin’s “War Communism” 

c.) Lenin’s notions of tight discipline 

d.) The weakness of civil society traditions in Russia 

3. The Bolshevik regime aims at establishing a “dictatorship of the proletariat”  

a.) Defines this as the future (with smallholder reluctance as a thing of the past) 

b.) Prosperous peasants targeted. 

c.) Lenin's order to hang the Kulaks, 8 November 1918 

S. Civil war 
1. Autocracy a response to civil war 

2. From 1918 to the end of 1920 the Red Army engages in fighting on every Russian 

border  

3. Bolshevik authority shrinks to a heartland, but then regains all of the former Russian 

Empire (except the western parts lost to Poland etc) 

4. During that struggle the regime was “streamlined” into a bureaucratic centralized 

state 

a.) Suspicious of Western powers 

5. The anti-Bolshevik armies fail because there was no single “White Army” 

6. The Red Army was centralized, and benefited from interior supply lines 

7. Russian peasants dislike Bolshevik control, but detest the White forces, who threaten 

to give their lands back to the aristocrats 

T. The Soviet State 
1. Lenin's Political Testament of 1922 (really fragmentary notes) express despair 

2. Much of this anguish centered on Stalin’s suppression of ethnic discontent, his central 

role in the alarmingly growing power of the party’s leading organs; and the 

undesirability of a rude, capricious man taking power 

3. Stalin’s opinions on economic modernization were extreme 

a.) A question of fighting “capitalist encirclement” 



4. The early Soviet Union a brutal state, but it did not exclusively work through coercion 

a.) Appealed to Russian nationalism 

b.) Lenin spoke of “we, the Great Russian socially conscious proletariat”, and 

claimed, “We are full of the sense of national pride, for the Great Russian nation 

too developed a revolutionary class, it too proved that it could show humanity 

great examples of struggle for liberty...”  

5. Lenin and others stressed that Russia had achieved this not by imitating the West, but 

by going its own radical way – not the individualist, profit-seeking, market-driven way, 

but the collectivist way. 

a.) Another challenge to classic Western liberalism 

b.) For the first time, classic individualist Western liberalism defined as old-

fashioned, as yesterday’s ideal 

c.) Adds to the confusion of the years after the war 

6. For anti-traditionalists everywhere the Russian Revolution make Russia appear to be 

the example for anti-capitalists 

 


